stoner
Model s-22H
ProDUCt DesCrIPtIon
stoners are recommended for efficient two-way separations of small amounts of heavy material
from sized dry granular mixtures where the density difference between the light and heavy fraction
is approximately 1.5:1 or more.
the s-22H, smallest of the sutton stoners, is frequently
used to finish a concentrated heavy reject fraction from
a sutton Fluidized-Bed separator to prevent any loss of
product with rejects.
Capacities of the s-22H stoner range up to 2 tons per
hour, depending upon product size and density. Because
different products require different deck cover materials
on the separating surface, many varieties of woven wire,
perforated metal and cloth deck covers are available to
assure the best separation possible. typical applications
include:
Agricultural removal of:
Product-size stones, glass and non-magnetic metals (which
cannot be removed by screening) from wheat, corn, peanuts, beans, seeds and coffee beans,
mudballs from ground-harvested almonds, unexpanded from “puffed” food products, such as
puffed wheat, puffed rice, etc.
Industrial removal of:
Copper from aluminum granules, “matchsticks” from wood flakes, metallic prills from crushed slag,
unexpanded from expanded vermiculite following expansion furnaces, contaminating nodular iron
pyrites from ground clay for brick and tile, “core” from kiln-burned lime.

HoW tHe s-22H WorKs
the material is introduced onto a flat porous deck, sloped in one direction, and vibrated with a
straight-line reciprocating motion. Low-pressure air, blown upward through the deck, fluidizes and
stratifies the material according to differences in the terminal velocity of particles.
Heavy particles sink to the bottom of the stratified bed and are conveyed toward the high or
“heavy” end by the deck’s vibration. narrowing towards the heavy discharge end, the deck’s
configuration concentrates the reject discharge and retains an inventory of heavy material to
prevent product from being discharged with the rejects. Light particles, lifted by the fluidizing air,
float downslope toward the light-end discharge.
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s-22H DesIGn FeAtUres
ForCeD AIr sUPPLY - essential for the development of maximum capacity in any stoner.
QUICK reLeAse BAnKInG rAIL AnD sLIDe-oUt DeCK - Provide complete and easy access for cleaning or inspection.
seLF-BALAnCInG InertIA DrIVe - Absorbs inertia forces for smooth operation. Drive and motor are fully enclosed.
DeCK sLoPe AnD AIr ADJUstMents - Precise adjustment for positive, sensitive control of deck slope and air flow.
AIr IntAKe FILter HoUsInG - Independent of main unit and equipped with easy-to-clean filter panels.

oPtIonAL FeAtUres
sAnItArY ConstrUCtIon - Contact surfaces with special epoxy finish or stainless steel for food or drug processing
operations.
FIBerGLAss eXHAUst HooD - encloses the separation chamber for dust control. exhaust blower required to provide
suction air for units with exhaust hood. Matched exhaust system components and dust collectors are available to
meet environmental requirements.
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